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1: ON INTUITIVE JUDGMENT AND EPISTEMIC FOCAL BIAS: My aim is to consider some patterns of intuitive judgments about knowledge ascriptions and to develop a psychological account of them that is compatible with non-skeptical strict invariantism. According to strict invariantism, the truth of knowledge ascriptions depends on factors such as the subject’s belief or epistemic position but not on factors such as the subject’s or ascriber’s practical interests. Likewise, strict invariantists reject that the truth of knowledge ascriptions depends on the mere salience of alternatives (scenarios incompatible with the subject’s knowledge) to the ascriber.
	In Section 1, I outline the patterns of intuitive judgments about knowledge ascriptions and the basic focal bias strategy for accounting for them in accordance with strict invariantism. In Sections 2 and 3, I consider a broad framework of intuitive judgment – the dual process framework. In Section 4, I reconsider the basic focal bias account and begin to develop it by integrating it with the dual process framework. In Section 5, I consider some methodological issues that the account raises. In Section 6, I conclude. 

1.1: Some patterns of judgments about knowledge ascriptions: A recent discovery in the theory of knowledge is some intriguing patterns of judgments about knowledge ascriptions. A number of case pairs are designed to vary only factors that are, according to strict invariantism, irrelevant for the truth of the knowledge ascription. Whether we are inclined to ascribe knowledge to the subject in such cases is said to vary with variations in such factors. 
	The varying factors may be stakes/practical interests or salient alternatives to the proposition said to be known. DeRose’s bank case pair, for example, varies high and low stakes (DeRose 2009). But, moreover, an alternative is salient in the high-stakes case. More recently, it has been discussed how varying only (salient) stakes or salient alternatives, respectively, impacts intuitive judgments about knowledge ascriptions in such case pairs. Accordingly, I set aside issues pertaining to stakes and practical interests (but see Gerken 2011a, Sect. 7).

1.1.a: Salient alternatives: Many philosophers take salient alternatives to negatively impact their judgments about knowledge ascriptions or their willingness to make them. Moreover, an empirical study by Knobe and Schaffer has been taken to suggest that salient alternatives negatively impact ordinary subjects’ tendency to accept knowledge ascriptions (Knobe and Schaffer forthcoming). They provided participants in a control condition with the following bank case.

Hannah and Sarah are driving home on a Friday afternoon. They plan to stop at the bank to deposit their paychecks. As they drive past the bank, they notice that the lines inside are very long, as they often are on Friday afternoons. 
Hannah says, “I was at the bank two weeks before on a Saturday morning, and it was open. So this is a bank that is open on Saturdays. We can just leave now and deposit our paychecks tomorrow morning.” 
Sarah replies, “Ok, that sounds good. Let’s go on Saturday.”

Participants in the salient alternative condition received the same story with the sole exception that Sarah replies:

“Well, banks do change their hours sometimes. My brother Leon once got into trouble when the bank changed hours on him and closed on Saturday. How frustrating! Just imagine driving here tomorrow and finding the door locked.” 

Knobe and Schaffer found that participants in the control condition were more inclined to agree with ‘Hannah knows that the bank will be open on Saturday’ (mean rating: 5.54 on a 1-7 point scale) than participants in the salient alternative condition (mean rating: 3.05) (for details, see Knobe and Schaffer forthcoming). 
	The study is not unproblematic. One problem is that it is not clear that there is no stakes variation between the salient alternative condition and the control condition. Another is that the salience alternative condition is more complex and taxing on working memory than the control condition. However, Nagel reports a similar result (Nagel this volume). Given eight different “skeptical pressure” cases containing a salient alternative, an average of 39.8% (or 33.9% if an outlier case is removed) of the participants ascribes knowledge to the subject. In contrast, in eight similar cases without a salient alternative an average of 72% of the participants ascribed knowledge to the subject (for details, see Nagel, this volume).
	However, an important consideration concerning very far-fetched salient alternatives cases must be noted. Consider, for example, the alternative that the matter in S’s car has spontaneously reorganized in the form of a giant lizard (MacFarlane 2005). This salient alternative to S’s knowledge that the car is in the driveway does not generate strong intuitions to the effect that S does not know that the car is in the driveway (MacFarlane 2005).​[1]​ The absence of an intuition in this case – or, at least, the asymmetry in strength of intuition – needs to be explained as much as the presence of intuitions in cases of less far-fetched salient alternatives. 
	
1.1.b: Contrast effects: Another putative challenge to strict invariantism comes from contrast effects (Knobe and Schaffer forthcoming). Participants were given the following vignette: 

Last night, Peter robbed the jewelry store. He smashed the window, forced open the locked safe, and stole the rubies inside. But Peter forgot to wear gloves. He also forgot about the security camera. 
Today, Mary the detective has been called to the scene to investigate. So far she has the following evidence. She has been told that there was a theft, she has found and identified Peter’s fingerprints on the safe, and she has seen and recognized Peter on the security video, filmed in the act of forcing open the safe. She has no further information.

So, Mary has very good evidence that Peter is the thief but no evidence that the stolen objects were some rubies. Participants in the thief contrast condition got the following knowledge ascription:

Mary now knows that Peter rather than anyone else stole the rubies.

Participants in the jewel contrast condition were given the knowledge ascription:

Mary now knows that Peter stole the rubies rather than anything else.

Participants in the thief contrast condition were more inclined to agree (mean rating 4.6 on a 1-7 point scale) than those in the jewel contrast condition (mean rating 3.1).
Comparable results were found by producing the contrast by knowledge wh-constructions. “Mary knows who stole the rubies” was more agreed upon (4.91) than “Mary knows what Peter stole” (2.62). The effect was comparable when the contrast was generated by manipulating a reported conversational context for an outright knowledge ascription “Mary knows that Peter stole the rubies” (thief contrast: 5.24, jewel contrast: 2.97). 
The experimental evidence for both contrast and salient alternative effects is at present quite minimal and, in some respects, methodologically problematic. However, in each case, I will operate on the working hypothesis that there are such effects.

1.2: Strict invariantism and the basic epistemic focal bias strategy: The brand of non-skeptical strict invariantism that I will defend upholds a distinction between salient and epistemically relevant alternatives. The truth of the knowledge ascription ‘S knows that p’ is independent of epistemically irrelevant alternatives even if they are salient to the ascriber.​[2]​ So, the salient alternatives effect on judgments about knowledge ascriptions provides an explanatory challenge to strict invariantism.
	Likewise, non-salient alternatives may be epistemically relevant. Thus, the contrast effects provide an explanatory challenge to strict invariantism. More specifically, the participants in the three thief contrasts are, according to strict invariantism, mistaken insofar as they judge that Mary knows. However, Knobe and Schaffer suggest that the contrast effects provide evidence for contrastivism. Contrastivism is the view that knowledge is not, as strict invariantists would have it, a two-place relation between a subject and a proposition, but a three-place relation between a subject, a proposition and a contrast proposition (Schaffer 2005, Knobe and Schaffer forthcoming). 
The strict invariantist account of the contrast and salient alternatives effects that I will develop here appeals, in part, to facts about the psychology of intuitive judgment (Gerken forthcoming a).​[3]​ Here is, for an initial orientation, the basic strategy: The account is a focal bias account according to which the salient alternative effects are due to erroneous judgments made by the participants in the salient alternative condition. Specifically, their judgments that the subject does not know amount to false negatives. Very roughly, this is because they process a salient but epistemically irrelevant alternative as epistemically relevant. The contrast effects, in turn, are due to erroneous judgments by the participants in the thief contrast condition. More specifically, judgments to the effect that the agent knows amount to false positives. Very roughly, the participants fail to properly take into account epistemically relevant facts that are not in focus (Gerken forthcoming a).​[4]​ In Section 4, I develop this account in more detail.​[5]​
While the basic focal bias account ascribes erroneous judgments to the participants in certain, often abnormal, contexts, it does not do so generally. On the contrary, the account is consistent with the assumption that intuitive judgments about knowledge ascriptions are normally reliable and true. However, the focal bias account is basic insofar as it lacks the specificity and predictive power that one might hope that an empirically inspired account would possess. So, rather than broadening the account to cover more phenomena, I will try to deepen it by considering how it may be integrated with the general dual process framework concerning human judgment. 
I will argue that while the judgments about the relevant patterns of judgments about knowledge ascriptions are not all formed heuristic (type 1) processes, some of them are generated by low-level type 2 processes which are subject to focal bias. The result is a dual process version of the focal bias account that remains compatible with non-skeptical strict invariantism.
My aim here is not to argue that this account is superior to competing accounts. Such a comparison requires that the accounts to be compared are developed in some detail. Consequently, I will simply argue that the psychology of human judgment provides resources that may contribute to a strict invariantist account of the patterns of intuitive judgments about knowledge ascriptions. In particular, I will suggest that it will be useful to attempt to specify the term ‘intuition.’ 

1.3: Intuitions vs. intuitive judgments: Often philosophers conceive of their judgments about cases, such as those discussed above, as intuitions. Likewise, many experimental philosophers take themselves to measure the folk’s intuitions. Consequently, it is widely discussed whether the folk’s intuitions are relevantly similar to the philosophers’ intuitions (Sosa 2007, Pinillos et al 2011). These are hard substantive questions. But a lax use of the term ‘intuition’ makes it harder to answer them. Since the term ‘intuition’ is polysemous, one runs the risk of equivocation if one uses it without appropriate specification.​[6]​ 
	Avoiding this risk is particularly urgent for the present purposes given that the focal bias account postulates a sort of “cognitive illusion” regarding certain judgments. As such, the account treats the intuitive judgments about knowledge ascriptions as an instance of a general phenomenon in human cognition. So, it is important to characterize the nature of these judgments in a manner that aligns with general features of the cognitive bases for such judgments. Hence, I will consider whether a prominent approach in cognitive psychology – namely the dual process framework – may help distinguish between different kinds of (intuitive) judgments about knowledge ascriptions. I will argue that a central lesson to be learned from this exercise is that although the relevant judgments cannot simply be characterized as intuitions, they nevertheless exhibit epistemic focal bias. (Empirically disinterested parties may skip to Section 4).


2: DUAL PROCESS ACCOUNTS OF OUR COGNITIVE ARCHITECTURE: The broad label ‘dual process theory’ captures views that share the idea that there are at least two types of processes underlying human judgment, reasoning and decision making (Evans and Frankish 2009). In this section, I provide a brief and selective outline of the framework. 

2.1: The dual process framework: Most dual process theorists argue that there are many different type 1 processes that are said to be heuristic, associative, pre-reflective, effortless, automatic, independent of general intelligence and fast (Evans 2008, Evans and Frankish 2009). Likewise, some dual process theorists argue that there are several type 2 processes that are said to be analytic, rule-based, deliberative, effortful, non-automatic, dependent on general intelligence and slow.​[7]​ In consequence, I adopt the terminology of processes of type 1 and 2 rather than of token processes or of system 1 and 2 (Evans 2009, Samuels 2009).​[8]​




Cognitive processes are of type 2 just in case they “…require access to a single, capacity-limited, central working memory resource” and otherwise of type 1 (Evans 2008, p. 270).​[9]​

Evans’ criterion is not unproblematic.​[10]​ But it explains a number of the other features that have been taken to characterize the distinction. For example, it partly explains why processes of type 1 are effortless and fast whereas those of type 2 are “slow, sequential and capacity-limited” (Evans 2008, p. 270). Moreover, the criterion is consistent with characterizing type 1 processes as heuristic, associative and pre-reflective. Finally, the criterion helps predict the link between type 2 processes and cognitive ability given that working memory capacity is central to cognitive ability (Stanovich and West 2000, Stanovich 2009, De Neys 2006b).
There is much more to be said about the broad dual process framework. But to consider whether the epistemic focal bias account may be integrated with it, it will be helpful to briefly consider some of the evidence for it. 

2.2: Evidence for the dual system framework: I will consider only a selective fraction of the evidence for assuming that our cognitive architecture harbors at least two types of processes for judgments about a wide range of tasks.

2.2.a: Conjunction fallacy: In their very influential study on probabilistic judgment, Tversky and Kahneman gave participants the following description: 

“Linda is 31 years old, single, outspoken, and very bright. She majored in philosophy. As a student she was deeply concerned with issues of discrimination and social justice, and she also participated in anti-nuclear demonstrations.” (Tversky and Kahneman, 1982, p. 92).

The participants were presented with eight statements including the conjunct “Linda is a bank teller” and the conjunction “Linda is a bank teller and is active in the feminist movement.” Nearly nine out of ten participants violated the conjunction rule of probability calculus by ranking the conjunction as more probable then the conjunct (Tversky and Kahneman 1982).
	Interestingly, when presented with the conjunction rule, most statistically informed participants would accept it and recognize that their judgment was, therefore, mistaken: “…the results suggested that statistically informed subjects, at least, are willing to regard a violation of this rule as a regrettable error” (Tversky and Kahneman 1982, p. 95). The fact that subjects may recognize their error supports a dual process account according to which the initial intuitive judgment can be revised by a more deliberative cognitive process. 
Participants who are accountable for their judgment, in terms of expecting to have to justify it to an audience, outperform those who are not accountable (Simonson and Nye 1992, Lerner and Tetlock 1999). This may indicate that accountability triggers the engagement of a type 2 process. Furthermore, there is a correlation between latency and performance. Participants who answer correctly respond slower than participants who answer incorrectly (De Neys 2006a). The hypothesis that correct responses require a different, slower process type accounts for the latency results. Moreover, performance decreases dramatically if participants’ working memory is simultaneously taxed by a secondary task (De Neys 2006a). This may indicate that participants resort to a type 1 process whenever a type 2 process is unavailable due to the capacity-limitation of the central working memory resource. 
Finally, individuals with high working memory capacity outperform those with lower working memory capacity on the conjunction problem (Stanovich 1999, Stanovich and West 2000). These results have been also taken to support a dual process framework. The fact that participants with high working memory capacity perform superiorly may be taken to indicate that it is easier for them to inhibit or override the default type 1 processing with type 2 processing (Stanovich 1999, 2009). But it may also be taken to suggest that they are more capable of completing the type 2 processing successfully (Evans 2008, p.265, De Neys 2006a, 2006b).

2.2.b: Disjunctive insight Problem/Levesque task: Toplak and Stanovich consider a disjunctive reasoning problem (sometimes named the “Levesque task” as it is due to (Levesque 1986)). I mention it here because some of its features illuminate some of our judgments about knowledge ascriptions:

“Disjunctive insight Problem 1—The married problem. 

Jack is looking at Ann but Ann is looking at George. Jack is married
but George is not. Is a married person looking at an unmarried person?

A)	Yes 	B) No 		C) Cannot be determined” (Toplak and Stanovich 2002).

The correct answer is ‘A) Yes.’ If Ann is unmarried, Jack’s looking at her makes for a married person looking at an unmarried one. If Ann is married, she is looking at the unmarried person, George. Only 13% of the participants gave the correct answer, and 86% gave the incorrect answer ‘C) Cannot be determined’ (Toplak and Stanovich 2002, p. 203).
	To solve the problem, one must consider the disjuncts in a sequential manner that taxes working memory. Moreover, one must furthermore supply the implicit information, that Ann is either married or unmarried. Doing so requires some representation of the problem structure, a search for and retrieval of the implicit information and the application of it to the problem. This application is presumably stepwise and sequential. So, deploying the cognitive process of type 2 required to solve the problem is cognitively costly. Moreover, a positive answer – i.e., A) or B) – cannot be provided by type 1 resources. So, a dual process account explains why participants are inclined to provide the particular mistaken answer, C).
	Toplak and Stanovich found no correlation between general intelligence and the Disjunctive insight Problem. A candidate explanation for this is that solving the problem requires a representation of the problem structure.

2.3: General features of the dual process framework: Since many of the cases above involve some intriguing phenomenological features, they are sometimes described as ‘cognitive illusions’ (Kahneman and Tversky 1996). For example, the wrong response can seem right and an “A-ha phenomenology” (or “D’oh phenomenology”) may occur when one realizes that one has erred. 
	However, some cognitive illusions share with their cousins, perceptual illusions, the feature that the phenomenology associated with the original intuitive response may persist – even after one has realized that this response was mistaken. In the case of the Linda problem, Gould makes such a conflict vivid as follows: “I know the [conjunction] is least probable, yet a little homunculus in my head continues to jump up and down, shouting at me “but she can’t be a bank teller; read the description”” (Gould 1991, p. 469. See also Sloman 2002). Such a phenomenal conflict may also be taken to provide evidence that there are two different types of processes at work. 
	Conflicts between type 1 and type 2 processes suggest that an important cognitive competence consists in avoiding the default automatic type 1 process when it is unreliable. This type of mental event is referred to as ‘overriding’ or ‘inhibition’ (Stanovich 2009, Thompson 2009). However, mere inhibition is insufficient for a type 2 process to be successfully deployed. In the Disjunctive insight Problem, for example, a background belief (that someone is not both married and unmarried) must be recruited and applied (Saunders and Over 2009). So, the deployment of a type 2 process can go astray at various stages (Carruthers 2009, Evans 2009, Stanovich 2009). Indeed, most dual process frameworks are compatible with the idea that there are levels of processing also at the type 2 level. I will elaborate on this issue below. 
For now, I will simply point out some relevant features of the dual process framework. One such feature is that in conflict cases, the default type 1 response is often inhibited only if the need for inhibition is somehow triggered. Another is that a representation of the problem structure may be required for a type 2 process to initiate. A third important feature is that retrieval of belief or theory from long term memory is required for some tasks. Finally, sustained deployment of type 2 processes taxes working memory. These features, I suggest, are highly relevant to understand the cognitive bases of knowledge ascriptions.

2.4: Dual process frameworks and mental state ascription: Since knowledge involves belief or a belief-like attitude, the theory of knowledge ascription may benefit from the considerable literature on mental state ascription. So, it is plausible that relevantly similar cognitive processes are involved in knowledge ascription and mental state ascription, generally. Moreover, it has been suggested that the human capacity for belief-ascription should be accounted for within a dual process framework (Apperly and Butterfill 2009, Apperly 2011). If so, the same hypothesis is plausible for knowledge ascription (Nagel 2010, 2011).​[11]​
	Apperly and Butterfill argue, by analogy with number cognition, that humans have an innate type 1 system that is modular, fast and efficient and develop a type 2 system that “depends on limited cognitive resources for memory and strategic control” (Apperly and Butterfill, p. 959). They augment this suggestion by appeal to results in developmental and cognitive psychology as well as primatology. Moreover, they emphasize that conflicts between two kinds of processes for belief ascription can occur within an individual. For example, children who are 24 months old exhibit a looking behavior that correctly anticipates the actions of an agent with a false belief. But the same children fail a standard false belief test that requires them to make an explicit judgment (Southgate et al 2009). Similar conflicts remain in adults who need to suppress their own perspective in order to correctly follow the instructions of someone who lacks a relevant belief (Keysar et al 2003). Conflict of judgment within a single individual is widely taken to be among the strongest reasons for postulating a dual process framework in an area of cognition (Evans 2008).
	 Apperly and Butterfill propose a dual process framework that postulates two systems for belief-ascription that operate in relative isolation (Apperly and Butterfill 2009, p. 963-965). This assumption entails that there are at least two types of processes responsible for belief ascription. For the present purposes, the latter weaker assumption will be the working hypothesis.

2.5: The evidential basis for dual process accounts: The evidential grounds for dual process accounts are inconclusive. Critics have pointed out that a more principled criterion for distinguishing type 1 from type 2 processes is required and that the evidence may be explained by competing accounts (Keren and Schul 2009, Sahlin, Wallin and Persson 2010, Glöckner and Witteman 2010). Nevertheless, the dual process framework is increasingly prominent in many areas of psychology. Apart from the cases in the theory of judgment, reasoning and decision, it has been developed independently in social psychology (Chaiken and Trope 1999) and in developmental psychology (Klaczynski 2009). More specifically, dual systems frameworks figure in accounts of mental state ascription (Apperly and Butterfill 2009, Apperly 2011).
So, there is some reason to suppose that a broad dual process framework applies to judgments about knowledge ascriptions. However, some qualifications are crucial.

3: LEVELS OF PROCESSING AND THE TAXONOMY OF INTUITIVE JUDGMENTS: While there is near consensus that there are many type 1 processes, the important differences between species of type 2 processes have not received the same degree of attention (but see Evans 2009, Stanovich 2009, Carruthers 2009). 

3.1: An oversimplified picture: Sometimes type 1 processes are taken to be prone to biases and, therefore, less reliable than the cognitively costly type 2 alternatives that are, in turn, sometimes regarded as a sort of hyper-reliable cognitive back-up. 
Such a simplistic picture would provide a neat invariantist account of patterns of judgments about knowledge ascriptions: According to this simplistic account, the participants in Knobe and Schaffer’s thief contrast and salient alternatives case would be said to generate their mistaken intuitive judgment by a type 1 process. But we can deploy more reliable type 2 processes and form a considered judgment to the effect that Mary does not know in the thief contrast and that Hannah does know in the salient alternatives case.
	Alas, the simplistic picture is best seen as a sketch that is oversimplified in several regards. First of all, type 2 processes do not invariantly outperform their type 1 competitors. Indeed, there are circumstances in which fast and frugal heuristics outperform more deliberate judgment strategies (Gigerenzer 1996, Gigerenzer and Todd 1999). Moreover, in some cases, type 2 processes do not fulfill the function of addressing the cognitive task by other means. In the four-card selection task, for example, the type 2 processes, if activated, often serve the confabulatory function of rationalizing the original, but wrong, judgment (Evans 2006, Lucas and Ball 2005). So, type 2 processes are not always epistemically superior to type 1 processes. Moreover, type 2 processes are similar to type 1 processes insofar as they are also associated with biases of various sorts. 
As Evans notes, his working memory criterion leaves a number of things unexplained (Evans 2008). For example, Evans’ criterion remains silent on different types or degrees of higher-level cognition. This is important since the failure to differentiate between types or degrees of type 2 processing contributes to the oversimplified picture.
	  Nevertheless, Evans’ working memory criterion plausibly marks a principled distinction between two major and importantly different types of processing. The fact that there are different species or levels of both type 1 and type 2 processing provides no reason to abandon the central distinction between them. So, I retain the phrase ‘dual process theory’ as a label for the broad framework. However, a more fine-grained account of “depth of processing” is required. 

3.2: Levels of type 2 processing: As mentioned, the tendency to subsume a large number of mental states and events under the broad label ‘intuition’ is unfortunate. In a paper on intuition, Andreas Glöckner and Cilia Witteman conclude: “…intuition researchers should invest less effort in answering questions about what intuition really is and whether it is better or worse than deliberation. We think it is more fruitful to investigate more specific hypotheses concerning the different underlying processes…” (Glöckner and Witteman 2010, p. 19). 
This suggestion is compatible with an interest in how the epistemic properties of the underlying processes compare. In fact, it is important that some processes that are categorized as being of type 2 by Evans’ criterion resemble type 1 processes in important respects. For example, Jennifer Nagel has argued that many stock examples in epistemology involve type 2 processing. Specifically, entertaining a hypothetical scenario and negating it requires working memory (Nagel 2011, Strack and Deutsch 2004). So, by Evans’ criterion, most judgments about epistemologists’ cases with salient alternatives involve type 2 processing (Nagel 2011). Yet, epistemologists often regard such judgments as intuitive judgments or simply as “intuitions.” 
Consequently, the type 1/type 2 distinction, as drawn by Evans’ working memory criterion, does not align with the way philosophers typically distinguish between intuitive and considered judgment. Yet, it is not entirely off the mark to regard many such judgments about cases with salient alternatives as a sort of intuitive judgment. After all, they are often spontaneous default judgments that may be overturned by more careful considerations. So, it would be misguided to regard all ordinary judgments about knowledge ascriptions in cases involving negated salient alternatives as considered judgments. It appears, then, that a category between intuitive and considered judgment is called for. More specifically, it is important to recognize distinctions between levels of type 2 processes and derivative distinctions between species of type 2 judgments. 

3.3: Towards a taxonomy of judgment: The above considerations suggest that depth of processing is too complex to be captured solely by the distinction between type 1 and type 2 processes. Yet there is no consensus on a taxonomy of kinds of judgments that reflects depth of processing, and developing such a taxonomy is a major project (Stanovich et al 2008, Stanovich 2009, Glöckner and Witteman 2010). Nevertheless, a few crude distinctions between kinds of judgments may be instrumental to the present debate:

T1: Intuitive judgments are judgments generated by type 1 processes that involve associations, matching with prototypes and similar cognitive heuristics. These are deployed by default and do not tax a central working memory resource. 

T2: Quasi-intuitive judgments are judgments generated by low-level by type 2 processes. So, they are sequential and tax a central capacity-limited working memory resource. But they depend on type 1 processes for the input to be processed and do not involve an explicit representation of problem structure. Nor do they involve challenging, reflecting on or supplementing the input.
 
T2: Considered judgment are judgments generated by type 2 processes that involve critical assessment of the input or further input retrieved from long-term memory or by some systematic search for further input such as counterexamples or alternative models. The recognition of this category of judgments explains that we may overturn even type 2 judgments by further reflection.
 
T2: Reflective judgments are judgments by type 2 processes that involve explicit representations of the problem structure and draw on general principles or theory. Reflective judgments typically involve systematic pairing with other case-types and systematic search for relevant input. (The pronouncements of epistemologists sometimes express reflective judgments.)

These distinctions are extremely coarse-grained, the borders between them are vague and they may not mark mutually exclusive categories of judgment. I emphasize that I invoke the distinctions in a tentative and instrumental spirit as a provisional tool for the present purpose. However, some of the distinctions are fairly familiar. The distinction between intuitive judgments and those that are generated by processes that tax working memory is, of course, pivotal to dual process theory. Moreover, the distinction between considered and reflective judgments reflects the familiar idea that one can consider all the information of a case without pairing it with other cases or principles. Therefore, I will focus on the distinction between quasi-intuitive and considered judgments. This is both because the category of quasi-intuitive judgments is novel and because I will put it to use.

3.4: Quasi-intuitive judgments and focal bias: What are the reasons for assuming that some of the judgments by type 2 processes are not considered judgments but rather quasi-intuitive? 
A central reason is that some judgments that are, by Evans’ working memory criterion, produced by type 2 processes exhibit biases resembling those of intuitive judgments. The fact that a cognitive process requires access to a central working memory resource does not alter the overarching fact about human cognitive architecture that it minimizes costs of cognitive processing (Stanovich 2009). Biases are a typical consequence of such cost minimization. Since the working memory capacity is limited, it is often too costly to deploy it to process all the available input. So, it is plausible that some type 2 processes are governed by satisficing principles (Evans 2006). So, we should distinguish between levels of type 2 processing and, in particular, between considered and quasi-intuitive judgments.
The idea that type 2 processes process limited input uncritically is consistent with most dual process accounts. For example, Evans argues that some type 2 processes are also associated with biases: “…satisficing in the analytic system can account for some cognitive biases” (Evans 2006, p. 389). Evans uses ‘heuristic process’ and ‘analytic process’ interchangeably with ‘type 1 process’ and ‘type 2 process.’ I will introduce the further terminology of low-level and high-level type 2 processing to crudely distinguish between levels of type 2 processes. We may say, then, that low-level type 2 processes generate quasi-intuitive judgments whereas high-level ones generate considered or reflective judgments depending on whether principles, theories or the like figure as input.
Interestingly, Stanovich also argues that certain type 2 processes exhibit a focal bias. According to Stanovich, the low-level type 2 processes deploy a “…single focal model – systematically generating associations from this focal model but never constructing another model of the situation” (Stanovich 2009, p. 68). Such processes are dubbed “serial associative cognition with a focal bias” (Stanovich 2009, p. 69). In the present terminology, such low-level type 2 processes generate quasi-intuitive, rather than considered, judgments. They are typically generated by type 2 processes that do not process all of the available information but only that which is delivered by some type 1 process. In consequence, low-level type 2 processes inherit the biases of the type 1 processes that supply the input. The biases of the underlying type 1 process affect the output of low-level type 2 processes because the latter operate on input provided by the former. Importantly, Stanovich argues that he articulates a general fact about human cognition: 

“My notion of a focal bias conjoins many of the ideas under the overarching theme that they all have in common—that humans will find a way they can ease the cognitive load and process less information. Focal bias combines all of these tendencies into the basic idea that the information processor is strongly disposed to deal only with the most easily constructed cognitive model” (Stanovich 2009, p. 69).

While the details of Stanovich’s model are controversial, the basic idea that type 2 processes may exhibit biases is not. Such biases are partly explained by the fact that type 1 processes often contribute the input to the type 2 processes. Therefore, the type 2 processes can inherit the focus of the type 1 processes and its associated biases. This idea is often integrated in dual process theory. For example, Evans sums up the basic idea of dual process theory as follows: 

“The heuristic-analytic theory proposed that two kinds of cognitive processes were involved: heuristic processes, which generated selective representations of problem content, and analytic processes, which derived inferences or judgments from these representations. Biases were accounted for by the proposal that logically relevant information might be omitted or logically irrelevant information included at the heuristic stage. Since analytic reasoning could be applied only to these heuristically formed representations, biases could result.” (Evans 2006, p. 378).

The basic idea expressed by Evans and Stanovich – that type 2 processes may inherit a focal bias – has gained some orthodoxy. More controversially, the distinctions between type 2 processes may reflect the idea that human cognition is boundedly rational all the way up. However, I will only rely on the weaker assumption that that focal bias is an aspect of much of human cognition – even cognition carried out by type 2 processes. 
There is much more to be said about the dual process framework and depth of processing. For example, another brand of interaction between type 1 and type 2 processes occurs when a type 2 process is required to interpret the task but a type 1 process is deployed, at the last stage, to generate a judgment on the basis of this interpretation (Evans 2009, Nagel 2011, forthcoming). I am tentatively inclined to regard such judgments as quasi-intuitive as well. My tentativeness is partly due to the fact that cases involving a mixture of type 1 and type 2 processes raise hard questions about process individuation. Another complex issue involves the interaction between a subject’s conceptual resources (sometimes called ‘mindware’) and the ability to override default responses and solve various tasks (Stanovich 2009, Stanovich, West and Toplak 2011, Clark 2001). I set this issue aside although I briefly revisit it in Section 5.2. 
Clearly, much more empirical and conceptual work remains to be done on the nature of judgments about knowledge ascriptions. But to consider whether the basic epistemic focal bias account may be integrated with the broad dual process framework in a manner compatible with strict invariantism, I will work with what we have so far.

4: INTEGRATING THE EPISTEMIC FOCAL BIAS WITH DUAL PROCESS THEORY: To see whether the basic epistemic focal bias account can be integrated with the dual process framework, I begin by applying the latter to categorize the epistemic judgments of our interest (4.1). Then I briefly revisit the basic epistemic focal bias account (4.2). Finally, I pursue an integrated account of the salient alternatives effects (4.3.a-e) and the contrast effects (4.4.a-c).

4.1: Towards a categorization of epistemic judgments: My first step consists in provisionally categorizing the judgments of our interest. Judgments about knowledge ascriptions are, like most judgments, produced by type 1 processes by default. However, many judgments about a knowledge ascription in an imagined case are plausibly generated by low-level type 2 processes (Nagel 2011, Apperly 2011).
I hypothesize that low-level type 2 processes underlie the contrast effects. Consider, for example, judgments about ‘Mary knows that Peter rather than anyone else stole the rubies.’ Arguably, a representation of Mary’s evidence must be held in working memory as the knowledge ascription is processed, or the knowledge ascription must be held in working memory while a representation of Mary’s evidence is retrieved from short-term memory. In either case, a central working memory resource is required. Hence, the process is a type 2 process. However, it is normally too costly to deploy a capacity-limited cognitive resource for longer than it is required to reach a verdict (Evans 2006, Thomson 2009). So, the judgments that underlie the contrast-effects are typically quasi-intuitive judgments.
Likewise, I hypothesize that the relevant judgments about cases with salient alternatives are typically quasi-intuitive. To judge whether the subject knows, the salient alternative must be evaluated with regards to a representation of her epistemic position (her evidence, the environment etc.). So, either the alternative must be held in working memory while the representation of the subject’s epistemic position is retrieved, or this representation must be held in working memory as the alternative is processed. Moreover, processing the salient alternative involves a negation of a hypothetical possibility (Strack and Deutsch 2004, Nagel 2011). Such processes tax working memory and, hence, they are of type 2. But, as above, it’s plausible that such type 2 processes are low-level. Since type 2 processes are cognitively costly, they are typically deployed only until a prima facie reason for making a verdict has been found.
However, if the salient alternative is far-fetched, or otherwise contextually odd, this may trigger more reflective modes of processing involving critical assessment of the alternative’s relevance, comparison with other cases or even outright theorizing (Thomson 2009). So, judgments about cases with far-fetched salient alternatives are likely to involve a deeper level of processing. 
Finally, consider the ordinary case without salient alternatives (e.g., Knobe and Schaffer’s control condition of the bank case). It might be that judgments about such ordinary cases are generated by simple, heuristic cognitive mechanisms. For example, it may be that certain representations of the subject – e.g., as seeing that p or asserting that p – work as stereotypes of a knower (Gerken forthcoming b, Spicer 2007). So, there is reason to suppose that judgments about cases without salient alternatives are typically generated by type 1 processes. 
On the other hand, judgments about imagined scenarios may require interpretation of the task and such interpretation may, in turn, require access to a central working memory resource.​[12]​ Such cases raise questions about process-individuation that I cannot address here. Consequently, I leave it open whether the judgments about cases without salient alternatives are typically intuitive or quasi-intuitive judgments. 
	Let’s take stock: I will adopt, as working assumptions, the following rough categorization of the typical nature of the judgments of our interest.

Contrast cases: Judgments about Schaffer and Knobe’s contrast cases typically consist in quasi-intuitive judgments generated by low-level type 2 processes.

Cases with salient alternatives: Judgments in the salient alternatives cases typically consist in quasi-intuitive judgments generated by low-level type 2 processes.

Cases without salient alternatives: I leave it open whether judgments about cases without salient alternatives are typically intuitive or quasi-intuitive. (I conjecture the former).

Cases with salient far-fetched alternatives: I leave it open whether such judgments are typically considered or reflective. More importantly, for the present purposes, I make the comparative conjecture that judgments about far-fetched salient alternatives are more likely than non-far-fetched ones to be generated by high-level type 2 processes.

Given this rough provisional categorization of the judgments in question, let us turn to the basic focal bias account and reconsider the contrast and salient alternatives effects.

4.2: Epistemic focal bias within the dual process framework: What I have called the basic focal bias account may be characterized by the following two (proto-)principles (Gerken forthcoming):

(Principle of Contextual Salience)
Normally, for an agent, A, q is a contextually salient alternative to S’s knowledge that p iff A processes q as an epistemically relevant alternative to S’s knowledge that p.

(Principle of Epistemic Satisficing) 
Normally, an agent, A, forms epistemic judgments on the basis of a prima facie reason that is arrived at by processing only a limited part of the evidence that is available to A.

The ‘normally’ qualifications indicate that the principles do not govern all judgments about knowledge ascriptions. For example, an exception to the left-to-right direction of the Principle of Contextual Salience occurs when, say, a thoughtful epistemologist forms a judgment and explicitly regards a contextually salient alternative as epistemically irrelevant. Likewise, the right-to-left direction of the Principle of Contextual Salience and the Principle of Epistemic Satisficing are both subject to exceptions (Gerken forthcoming a). 
	Nevertheless, the principles may contribute to an account of the relevant patterns of judgment about knowledge ascriptions. First, recall that the judgments by the participants in the salient alternative condition are claimed to exhibit false negatives. Roughly, this is because the epistemically irrelevant alternative – e.g., that the bank has changed its hours – is salient to the participant. So, by the left-to-right direction of the Principle of Contextual Salience, it is processed as epistemically relevant. Moreover, the Principle of Epistemic Satisficing explains why the agent does not critically assess, for example, the likelihood of this error-possibility. 
	Second, the principles contribute to a basic account of why the judgments by the participants in Knobe and Schaffer’s thief contrast exhibit false positives. Roughly, the epistemically relevant alternative (that Mary cannot rule out) that something other than the rubies was stolen is not salient to the participants in the thief contrast conditions. So, by the right-to-left direction of the Principle of Contextual Salience, this epistemically relevant alternative is not processed as such. Moreover, the Principle of Epistemic Satisficing partly explains why the participants form the judgment based on processing only the salient alternative (that Mary can rule out) that someone other than Peter was the thief as epistemically relevant.​[13]​ 
	Recall that not all the relevant judgments about knowledge ascriptions can be characterized as intuitive judgments by Evans’ working memory criterion. However, given the assumption that low-level type 2 processes may feature a focal bias, it is plausible that the basic epistemic focal bias account may nevertheless be applied. That is, it is plausible that both the Principle of Contextual Salience and the Principle of Epistemic Satisficing govern the formation of the relevant quasi-intuitive judgments. As noted, “…satisficing in the analytic system can account for some cognitive biases” (Evans 2006, p. 389).
Therefore, I will reconsider the relevant contrast and salient effects in order to argue that the basic focal bias account may be integrated with the dual process framework. The result is, I hope, a less basic, and empirically better motivated, version of the epistemic focal bias account.

4.3: Towards a dual process account of the salient alternatives effects: Salient/non-salient case-pairs provide a candidate for an account according to which the judgments are generated by distinct process types. Recall, however, that I left it open whether judgments about cases without salient alternatives were formed by a process of type 1 (i.e., intuitive judgments) or by a low-level type 2 process (i.e., quasi-intuitive judgments). Consequently, I will consider both options using the bank case discussed in Section 1.1.a as an example. As mentioned, the non-skeptical strict invariantist background assumption is that the salient alternative (that the bank has changed is hours) is epistemically irrelevant and that Hannah therefore knows.

4.3.a: Cases without a salient alternative: Option A: Assume that the participants in Knobe and Schaffer’s control condition typically form the judgment by a type 1 process. We do not have a good account of how such type 1 processes work. But it is plausible to assume that they involve varieties of representativeness or prototype heuristics (Kahneman and Tversky 1982, Kahneman and Frederick 2002). Heuristic mental state ascriptions may, in general, involve prototypes (Karniol 2003). So, it is likely that certain proto-typical properties are associated with being a knower (Spicer 2007). Seeing that p may be such a prototype.​[14]​ Asserting that p may be another (Gerken forthcoming b). So, if S asserts that p to A, then A will normally represent her as knowing that p insofar as nothing triggers an inhibition of the type 1 process. Such a type 1 process is reliable in normal circumstances. Normally people know what they assert. But the heuristic is systematically fallible. Deceivers will often be misrepresented as knowers.
The above is a toy account that requires considerable empirical and theoretical development. But it may serve for illustration: In Knobe and Schaffer’s control condition, the participants are told that Hannah asserts that the bank is open, she provides evidence backing up her assertion and no alternative is salient. Moreover, Sarah accepts the assertion that Hannah knows. Since there is no indication that something peculiar is going on, the heuristic “if S asserts that p, then S knows that p” will result in an intuitive judgment that Hannah knows that p. More generally, since the circumstances described by the case resemble a prototypical knowledge situation, the intuitive judgment will typically be that the knowledge ascription is true. This is in accordance with most philosophers’ judgment about the case and the empirical findings sketched in Section 1.1.a. Moreover, by non-skeptical strict invariantist lights, this is the correct judgment.

4.3.b: Cases without a salient alternative: Option B: Assume that even the participants in Knobe and Schaffer’s control condition without a salient alternative typically form their judgments by low-level type 2 processes. In this case, the type 2 process will have as its input that Hannah is someone who asserts that p and has some evidence for doing so. Moreover, the case is one that resembles ordinary cases of knowledge and Sarah accepts the testimony. Since this representation of Hannah’s epistemic position provides a prima facie reason to regard Hannah as a knower and no reason otherwise, a low-level type 2 process will typically result in the judgment that Hannah knows. The Principle of Contextual Salience contributes to an account of what is processed – the representation acquired from processing the vignette. Likewise, the Principle of Epistemic Satisficing accounts for how much – or rather, how little – is processed. Specifically, the principle has it that the low-level type 2 process comes to a halt after reaching an initial verdict since it is too cognitively costly to deploy it continuously. So, again, the account predicts a knowledge ascription that is true by strict invariantist lights.
In sum, a psychological account of the typical judgment that the subject in a case without a salient alternative knows may be provided independently of whether such judgments are normally the product of type 1 or low-level type 2 processes. 

4.3.c: Cases with a salient alternative: Consider now cases where an alternative – e.g., that the bank has changed its hours – is salient to the participant. Recall that I hypothesized that judgments about knowledge ascriptions in such cases are typically generated by low-level type 2 processes. Recall, moreover, that, according to the strict invariantist version of the basic epistemic focal bias account, the judgments will typically manifest false negatives when the subject is not in a position to rule out the salient, but epistemically irrelevant, alternative. 
Embedding the basic focal bias account in a dual process framework yields a more specific account. According to the dual process framework, the participants’ cognitive processes may have something like the following structure: The case and the associated task is processed by a type 1 process that delivers input to the low-level type 2 process that, in turn, generates the epistemic judgments (Evans 2006, Stanovich 2009).​[15]​ Assuming that the low-level type 2 process is sequential, it is plausible to assume the following order: First, the type 1 process delivers a representation of Hannah’s epistemic position vis-à-vis p (based on her evidence, her assertion etc). Subsequently, the type 1 process delivers further input (the salient alternative, Sarah’s response etc.). Finally the representation of the task (to make a verdict on the Likert scale) is delivered. 
According to the left-to-right direction of the Principle of Contextual Salience, the salient alternative will typically be processed as epistemically relevant. But evaluating the salient alternative vis-à-vis the representation of Hannah’s epistemic position will result in a prima facie reason to regard her as a non-knower since she cannot rule it out. Furthermore, the verdict is, according to Principle of Epistemic Satisficing made on this basis alone. Note that the final assumption is particularly plausible if the process type involves a capacity-limited working memory resource (Stanovich 2009). Moreover, it would seem that the participant would have to supply a background assumption to the effect that the salient alternative is unlikely or epistemically irrelevant. I will briefly return to this complication in Section 5.2. Here I only mention it to note that providing such a background assumption requires further cognitively costly processing. So, the dual process version of the epistemic focal bias account, the bank case without a salient alternative, exemplifies a case in which our cognitive architecture may give rise to what the non-skeptical invariantist regards as false negatives. The dual process framework extends the basic epistemic focal bias account but it lends empirical credibility and specificity to it.

4.3.d: Cases with a far-fetched salient alternative: The participants could critically consider the likelihood of the salient alternative or they could compare the case to relevantly similar cases. Likewise, participants could retrieve background beliefs relevant to the salient alternative. However, a sustained deployment of a costly type 2 process will have to be triggered (Thompson 2009). I conjecture that the presence of a far-fetched salient alternative tends to trigger a sustained engagement of the type 2 process. 
Consider the possibility that the matter in S’s car has spontaneously reorganized in the form of a giant lizard. This is a far-fetched alternative to S’s knowledge that the car is in the driveway (MacFarlane 2005). I think it is plausible that if this type of alternative is salient, it typically triggers the application of higher-level type 2 processes. In particular, it may well be that the salience of a far-fetched alternative may overrule the Principle of Epistemic Satisficing. One reason to think so is that the content of the alternative is contextually novel and surprising and that the case, therefore, is less fluently processed. Evidence has been mounted that disfluency can trigger more reflective processing. In fact, the evidence suggests that disfluency is correlated with improved performance in various cases of cognitive illusions  (Alter et al 2007, Oppenheimer 2008). So, it seems likely that the surprising content of the far-fetched alternative may trigger further type 2 processing. Such processing may involve critically assessing the input delivered by the relevant type 1 process. For example, the salient alternative may be assessed for plausibility or consistency with background assumptions. But given the miniscule likelihood of the far-fetched alternative, participants can acquire a reason to inhibit their default processing of it as epistemically relevant.
So, the proposed instance of the general satisficing principle, the Principle of Epistemic Satisficing, is, in effect, overruled. Accordingly, the left-to-right direction of the Principle of Contextual Salience does not typically govern cases with far-fetched salient alternatives. In consequence, the judgments regarding far-fetched and surprising alternatives are likely to be considered, or perhaps even reflective, judgments rather than quasi-intuitive judgments. Thus, the dual process epistemic focal bias account predicts different judgments about various cases with salient alternatives. And those differences depend on the content of the salient alternative.​[16]​ 
However, deploying type 2 processes to critically assess the salient alternatives is cognitively costly. So, it is plausible that ordinary folks – who do not earn their paychecks the way we epistemologists do – do not critically assess contextually natural and fluently processed salient alternatives such as the possibility that the bank has changed its hours. 

4.3.e: The salient alternatives effects in conclusion: The basic epistemic focal bias account of the salient alternatives effect appears to integrate naturally with the dual process framework. Moreover, the latter contributes with independent empirical motivation and specific hypotheses about the underlying cognitive processes. The most controversial aspect of the account is that false negative knowledge ascriptions may occur if an alternative that is not epistemically relevant is contextually salient. The bank case is arguably such a case. However, if the salient alternative is very far-fetched or contextually odd, then higher-level or sustained type 2 processing may be engaged to critically assess the salient alternative. So, the dual process framework appears to substantiate the basic epistemic focal bias account of the salient alternative cases. And it does so in way that is compatible with non-skeptical strict invariantism. But importantly, if there is normally a reasonable correlation between salient and epistemically relevant alternatives, then our judgments about knowledge ascriptions are generally reliable (Gerken forthcoming a)

4.4: Towards a dual process account of the contrast-effect: I will exemplify the general account of Knobe and Schaffer’s thief/jewel contrasts by considering the ‘rather than’ case.​[17]​ According to strict invariantists, the participants in the thief contrast make a mistake insofar as they agree with the knowledge ascription ‘Mary knows that Peter, rather than anyone else, stole the rubies.’ Recall the working assumption that their judgments are typically generated by low-level type 2 processes. Given this assumption, the nature of the participants’ mistake can be characterized in a manner compatible with strict invariantism. 

4.4.a: The thief contrast condition: Recall that low-level type 2 processes that generate quasi-intuitive judgments typically only process the input that is provided to them by type 1 processes. In the thief contrast, the participants assess some representation of Mary’s evidence, held in working-memory, vis-à-vis the knowledge ascription that they are asked to evaluate.​[18]​ So, if the knowledge ascription focuses on alternatives to Peter being the thief, this is normally what is delivered as input to the low-level type 2 process. So, normally this is all that will be processed as an epistemically relevant alternative. This exemplifies the right-to-left direction of the Principle of Contextual Salience within a dual process framework.
The participant may then regard Mary as able to rule out the alternatives to Peter’s being the thief. But, if so, the representation of Mary’s epistemic position vis-à-vis this alternative provides a prima facie reason to regard her as a knower. Moreover, it would be very costly to process further representations of Mary’s epistemic position. For example, the knowledge ascription will have to be revisited as to retrieve the jewel-alternative. Retrieving the alternative that something other than the rubies was stolen plausibly requires higher-level reflection on the ‘rather than’ knowledge ascription. In effect, the participant has to supply something like the following conditional: Mary knows that Peter stole the rubies only if Mary is in a position to know that the rubies were stolen. Then the vignette would have to be revisited as to retrieve the representation that Mary is not in a position to rule out the jewel-alternative. This is itself a costly task insofar as the participants are first told that Mary knows that there has been a theft and then – after some further details – that she has no further information. 
So, I conjecture that a correct judgment (by strict invariantist lights) that Mary does not know is at least a considered, and perhaps even a reflective, judgment. However, according to the focal bias hypothesis, most participants in the thief contrast fail to adequately process the epistemically relevant alternative (i.e., that something other than the rubies was stolen) as such. To adequately consider this alternative in the thief contrast, one must engage in high level cognitive processing that is sequential and taxes working memory considerably and may require further input such as the above-mentioned conditional. If such a conditional must be supplied, then the task facing the participants in the thief contrast conditions resembles the Disjunctive insight Problem/Levesque task in important regards. Engaging in such processing is associated with high cognitive costs.​[19]​ So, it is plausible that the verdict is typically made on the basis of the prima facie reason that Mary can rule out the alternative that is in focus – i.e., that someone other than Peter stole the rubies. This exemplifies an operation of the Principle of Epistemic Satisficing that can be seen as an instance of a more general principle of a dual process framework as Evans’ remark may indicate: “The satisficing principle reflects a fundamental bias in the analytic system to work with the representation it has unless there is good reason to give it up” (Evans 2006, p. 379). 
So, according to a dual process version of the epistemic focal bias account, the participants in the thief contrast will typically form a quasi-intuitive judgment that the knowledge ascription is true. According to the non-skeptical strict invariantist, such judgments are false positives.

4.4.b: The jewel contrast condition: In the jewel contrast condition, the type 1 process of the ‘rather than’ knowledge ascription delivers a focus on the jewel-alternative (that something other than the rubies was stolen) as input to further processing. Given such an input, the low-level type 2 process will measure it up against a representation of Mary’s evidence. That is, it will be processed as an epistemically relevant alternative. This exemplifies cognitive processing in accordance with the left-to-right direction of the Principle of Contextual Salience within the dual process framework. Such processing requires revisiting and perhaps reprocessing the vignette, and this operation requires working memory. (If the vignette requires reprocessing, the jewel-alternative must be retained meanwhile). However, in this case, Mary is not represented as possessing evidence that allows her to rule out the jewel-alternative. So, the ascriber will acquire a prima facie, and according to strict invariantism correct, reason for regarding Mary as a non-knower. So, typically, the participants in the jewel contrast will form a quasi-intuitive judgment that Mary does not know. By non-skeptical strict invariantist lights, such judgments are true negatives.

4.4.c: The contrast effects in conclusion: While I have only provided a sketch of an account of the contrast effects, the approach is not ad hoc. The key assumption is that low-level type 2 processes often exhibit a focal bias, and very similar suggestions have been independently proposed by various dual process theorists. Recall that according to Stanovich, the idea that reasoning by type 2 processes may exhibit a focal bias captures a general fact about human cognition: The fact that we deploy processes in a manner that minimizes cognitive cost: “Focal bias combines all of these tendencies into the basic idea that the information processor is strongly disposed to deal only with the most easily constructed cognitive model” (Stanovich 2009, p. 69). 
Furthermore, there is some convergence on the assumption that focal bias is partly explained by the fact that type 1 processes supply the input for type 2 processes. Evans, for example, makes the following claim: “If preattentive [type 1] processing fails to encode logically relevant information, or encodes irrelevant information then subsequent analytic [type 2] processing may cause biased responding” (Evans 2009, p. 45). So, the Principle of Contextual Salience and the Principle of Epistemic Satisficing are highly congenial to the way in which focal bias is generally accounted for in a dual process framework. In fact, somewhat similar principles that are not restricted to epistemic judgments have been independently suggested by dual process theorists.

4.5: Concluding remark on epistemic focal bias in the dual process framework: My working assumption that judgments about knowledge ascriptions do not differ radically from other judgments involves the assumption that such judgments are also constrained by our cognitive capacities. They may, therefore, be biased. I have applied this general idea to patterns of judgments about knowledge ascriptions in a manner that is compatible with non-skeptical strict invariantism.
Moreover, as in the case of other cognitive illusions, some of the phenomenal properties that underlie the (quasi-)intuitive judgments may persist – even for an ascriber who upon reflection has reversed her initial judgment. As a non-skeptical strict invariantist, it can still seem wrong to me to assent to ‘S knows that p’ in the face of a salient alternative that I regard as epistemically irrelevant. Likewise, it can still seem right to me to assent to ‘Mary knows that Peter, rather than someone else, stole the rubies’ even after recognizing that Mary lacks the evidence for believing that the rubies were stolen that I regard as necessary for knowledge. But, as noted, the persistence of illusory phenomenal properties is not unusual in the case of cognitive illusions (Gould 1991, Sloman 2002).
While the account is incomplete in many regards, it trades on the idea, which has been persistently developed in dual process theorizing, that even type 2 processes exhibit focal bias. Consider, for example, the assumptions that salient alternatives may be uncritically processed and the assumption that non-salient but epistemically relevant alternatives may not be processed as epistemically relevant. These assumptions are little but epistemic instances of a general assumption about cognitive processes. To wit: Try to replace ‘logically relevant’ with ‘epistemically relevant’ in Evans’ previously cited general characterization of dual process theory: 

“Biases were accounted for by the proposal that logically relevant information might be omitted or logically irrelevant information included at the heuristic stage. Since analytic reasoning could be applied only to these heuristically formed representations, biases could result.” (Evans 2006, p. 378)

In sum, the basic idea of focal bias is central to dual process theory and is widely applicable in many domains of human cognition. I take this to be a point in favor of the dual process version of the epistemic focal bias account. 

5: METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS: As a manner of conclusion, I will address some methodological considerations that the dual process version of the focal bias account raises. I begin by considering some of the limitations of the account.

5.1: Limitations of the account: I have developed the focal bias account in abstraction from pragmatic considerations and this is a limitation. A full account should include pragmatic considerations. Indeed, psychological assumptions regarding our judgments about knowledge ascriptions bear importantly on pragmatic considerations and vice versa. For example, pragmatic principles may help explain why an alternative is or isn’t processed as epistemically relevant. But in order to initiate an investigation of the underexplored psychological side of the matter, I have, on this occasion, considered it in isolation.
	Furthermore, the account rests on empirically based theorizing that, in turn, rests on limited data. So, it may be undermined empirically although the key assumptions of the account are central to dual process theory (Evans 2006, 2008). Hopefully, the account may be refined and extended as we learn more about our general cognitive architecture. But, of course, there is a lot to be learned. Our understanding of the relevant types of cognitive processes, the interrelations between them and their biases is still very limited. Consequently, the account is incomplete insofar as the key components of it remain to be specified.
	Moreover, the focal bias account does not provide a full account of the contrast and salience effects although it purports to contribute a central component of such an account.​[20]​ According to the focal bias account, certain alternatives are not adequately processed. So, the focal bias account is compatible with the idea that some mistaken judgments are due to limited conceptual resources.
	
5.2: Problems with limited conceptual resources or “mindware gaps”: As mentioned, someone who deploys a type 2 process does not invariably outperform someone who relies on a type 1 process. Providing the right answer to certain tasks may require background assumptions, including overtly theoretical ones, that an untrained participant does not have readily available.
Whether the lack of (access to) background resources is the best explanation for a putative discrepancy between the judgments of epistemologists and participants depends on the particularities of the case. But for some of the cases in question, it is at least a candidate explanation. For example, the participants may not have sufficient mastery of the distinction between epistemically relevant and salient alternatives to apply it to certain cases. Moreover, such a psychological explanation can come in various forms. It can postulate what Stanovich calls a ‘mindware gap.’ That is, a case in which “mindware is not available or at least not learned to the requisite level to sustain override” (Stanovich 2009, p. 73). The term ‘mindware’ refers to “the rules, procedures, and strategies that can be retrieved by the analytic system and used to substitute for the heuristic response” (Stanovich, West and Toplak 2011, p. 366. See also Clark 2001). 
While there are cases in which erroneous judgments are due to a mindware gap rather than focal bias, mindware deficiencies can also augment the focal bias account (Stanovich 2009, Stanovich, West and Toplak 2011). Assume, for example, that the distinction between epistemically relevant and salient alternatives is commonly appreciated, as the cases of far-fetched alternatives might suggest, although it is not fully conceptualized. If so, the problem is not so much a total lack of mindware as a failure to deploy it in overriding a process that exhibits a focal bias. 
If the participants, like in the Disjunctive insight Problem/Levesque task, have to supply some background assumption (e.g., that a salient alternative is epistemically irrelevant), this is a reason to suspect a focal bias. But if this assumption is, moreover, one that participants only have incomplete mastery of or haven’t conceptualized, the effects will be quite robust. I mention this complication in order to indicate that more investigation into the complex architecture of human judgment is required. The issue is important for two reasons. First, it suggests that other psychological features than focal bias may be in play. Second, it suggests a complication for testing the epistemic focal bias hypothesis. If a participant simply lacks the required background resources, then cueing her to deploy a high-level type 2 process is unlikely to improve her performance. So, measuring depth of processing by, for example, a time reaction tests or a concurrent working memory task, will not, by itself, confirm or disconfirm a focal bias hypothesis.​[21]​

5.3: Disputes about “the normative response” or “the gold standard”: In most experimental paradigms in psychology, it is clear what the correct response is – at least in abstraction from considerations about bounded rationality (Stein 1996, Rysiew 2008). In the psychological literature, the label ‘the normative response’ is often used to denote the response that accords with the norms of unbounded rationality. For example, the normative response to the Linda problem must accord with the conjunction rule.
	However, the notion of a normative response is complex because deviance from it may be in accordance with the norms of bounded rationality. For example, committing the conjunction fallacy is a candidate, albeit a controversial one, for a boundedly rational judgment (Gigerenzer 1996, Stein 1996). In order to sidestep these issues, I will refer to the (unboundedly) correct response as the “gold standard.” The methodological point that I wish to make here is that there is an important difference pertaining to the gold standard response in psychology and experimental epistemology.
	As mentioned, there is no dispute about what the gold standard response is in the majority of the experiments that psychologists carry out. Rather, assumptions about what the gold standard response is are invoked to guide the empirical research. In fact, what is typically investigated is whether participants are able to give the gold standard response in certain conditions.
	However, cases pertaining to knowledge ascriptions are crucially different because there is little agreement as to what the gold standard answers to the questions are. Whereas cognitive psychologists can defer to, for example, the probability calculus, experimental epistemologists can rarely defer to the epistemological theory in the same manner. 
The results of the conjunction fallacy task would not lead any psychologist to suggest that standard probability theory stands in need of revision. Rather, the conjunction fallacy is assumed to be a fallacy – even by those who think it is (boundedly) rational to commit it in the relevant conditions. However, an analogous assumption in epistemology is far more problematic. For example, a radical view holds that epistemologists are in no privileged position to determine facts about knowledge that can guide empirical research. I think that this view is misguided.​[22]​ My attempt to consider the experimental results in relation to well-established accounts of our fallible cognitive competencies is meant as an empirically informed alternative. If participants’ (quasi-)intuitive judgments are in conflict with epistemologists’ reflective judgments in conditions where (quasi-)intuitive judgments are typically mistaken, this is a prima facie reason to regard the participants as making a mistake. However, this outlook raises some difficult questions. For example, it is important to have a more principled grasp of the circumstances under which intuitive judgments or experimental data may reasonably be interpreted as erroneous. 
While I cannot provide a general account, I propose two related desiderata. First, any postulated erroneous patterns of judgment should align with an independent empirical account. Second, the epistemological theory should constrain the interpretation of intuitive judgments or experimental data only if it is independently motivated. Above I have focused almost exclusively on the former desideratum in arguing that the epistemic focal bias account aligns with an independently motivated empirical framework. 
Moreover, although strict invariantism is an independently motivated theory, it might, in the present context, be question-begging to invoke it as a reason to postulate erroneous judgments. It is, however, not always feasible to provide non-question-begging arguments. To see this, assume that given a certain task in which p is stipulated to be false, most participants respond that S knows that p. In principle, someone might conclude that the factivity assumption in the theory of knowledge should be revised. Moreover, such a theorist might argue that it is question-begging to suggest the participants are making a mistake by assuming that the “gold standard” response must be in accordance with factivity. In such cases, it may be most fruitful to simply develop the account and see whether it may be argued for on abductive grounds. This is also how I see the present issue.
	Hence, I simply set forth, for further investigation, the hypothesis that epistemic focal bias contributes to a full account of the salient alternatives and contrast effects. 

5.4: Concluding methodological remarks: The hypothesis that epistemic focal bias contributes to an account of the salient alternatives and contrast effects is compatible with non-skeptical strict invariantism. However, the account calls for further investigation of our cognitive architecture as well as integration with pragmatic considerations. Furthermore, it raises methodological issues concerning the relationship between cognitive psychology and epistemological theorizing.
	
6: CONCLUSION: I have attempted to integrate a basic focal bias account of certain judgments about knowledge ascriptions with a broad dual process framework. The resulting account contributes to an explanation of these patterns of judgment in a manner that is compatible with non-skeptical strict invariantism. While much philosophical and empirical work remains to be done, the account is consistent with independently motivated assumptions in cognitive psychology and epistemology alike. Hence, it is, in my entirely unbiased judgment, worth pursuing.​[23]​  
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^1	  We have at present no empirical evidence about far-fetched salient alternatives. But the intuitive judgment appears to be widely agreed upon.
^2	  Note that if an alternative is salient to the subject of the knowledge ascription, as is the case in Knobe and Schaffer’s bank case as well as in self-ascription cases, it may thereby become epistemically relevant. More specifically, it may amount to a sort of misleading evidence. I will set aside this complication in the following.	I assume that environmental factors, such as objective frequencies, partly determine whether an alternative is epistemically relevant. So, my assumption that the salient alternative – i.e., that the bank has not changed its hours – is epistemically irrelevant is conditional, among other things, on the assumption that this is an unlikely event in S’s environment (Gerken 2009, 2011b, forthcoming a)
^3	  I say ‘in part’ because I take the account to be complementary to, rather than competing with, pragmatic accounts of the salient alternatives and contrast effects. I hope to integrate these approaches elsewhere.
^4	  The focal bias account differs from the type of shallow process account that Knobe and Schaffer criticize and from Hawthorne’s and Williamson’s appeals to the availability heuristic that Nagel criticizes (Hawthorne 2004, Williamson 2005, Nagel 2010).
^5	  There are several alternative strict invariantist responses available (see Knobe and Schaffer forthcoming). One such response is to argue that strict invariantism is not threatened because the propositions expressed by the ‘rather than’ and ‘wh’ clauses differ. However, I think that a strict invariantist should nevertheless take those knowledge ascriptions to be mistaken in the thief contrast (Gerken forthcoming a). Moreover, comparable results were found for ‘Mary now knows that Peter stole the rubies’ ascriptions when the background context was manipulated. So, I use the ‘rather than’ case for the purpose of presentation.
^6	  For considerations suggesting that inadequately understood concepts such as intuition are especially liable to generate conceptual equivocation, see (Gerken 2009, Sect. 7).
^7	  For simplicity of exposition, I omit some proposed characteristics. For example, type 1 processes have been said to be distinct from type 2 processes in virtue of being sub-conscious, inaccessible, sub-personal, involuntary and evolutionary old (Evans 2008).
^8	  Some theorists postulate further types of processes (Evans 2009, Stanovich 2009, Mercier and Sperber 2009). 
^9	  While Evans does not specify further, his characterization might involve what Baddeley and Hitch label the “central executive” component of working memory (Baddeley and Hitch 2000). However, Baddeley and Hitch are explicit that “The central executive is the least well understood component of the Baddeley and Hitch model” (Baddeley and Hitch 2000, p. 129). So, even if Evans’ criterion is on the right track, work remains before a firm distinction is in place.
^10	  For example, Evans takes it to be problematic that it classifies every cognitive process that does not tax working memory as a process type 1 (Evans 2008, p. 271).
^11	  Indeed, cognitive and developmental psychologists typically treat knowledge ascriptions on a par with mental state ascriptions in general. Thanks here to Jennifer Nagel.
^12	  Evans appears to think judgments about hypothetical scenarios generally invoke type 2 processes since “…they require interpretation of experimental instructions (Evans 2009, p. 46. For other perspectives, see Fodor 1964, Saxe 2006, and Nagel 2011, forthcoming).
^13	  For a more detailed discussion of the basic focal bias account, see (Gerken forthcoming a).
^14	  I here assume that seeing that p does not entail knowing that p. In Ginet/Goldman’s Fake Barn County, for example, S sees, but does not know, that there is a barn in front of him (Goldman 1976).
^15	  I simplify for exposition. If interpretation of the task involves working memory, the structure is more complex.
^16	  As mentioned, there is, as far as I know, no direct empirical data pertaining to judgments about cases with far-fetched salient alternatives. But armchair judgments suggest such an effect.
^17	  As mentioned, this is primarily for presentational purposes. Knobe and Schaffer’s third study in which the background context is manipulated for straightforward knowledge ascriptions (‘Mary knows that Peter stole the rubies’) is more robust against the worry that the complement clauses in the thief and jewel conditions are distinct. However, I think that focal bias contributes to mistaken judgments in all of the thief contrast conditions.
^18	  Since working memory is extremely capacity limited, it may be that the vignette itself is held in short-term memory and that the relevant representation of Mary’s evidence is retrieved into working memory as the knowledge ascription is processed. However, the role of memory in the formation of these judgments is highly complex and calls for further investigation.
^19	  To get an impression of those costs, it may be illustrative to consider the explication of the reasoning that I give elsewhere (Gerken forthcoming a). M1: 	In every case, Mary knows that Peter stole the rubies only if Mary is in a position to know that the rubies were stolen.M2:	In the present case, Mary is not in a position to know that the rubies were stolen.M3: 	In the present case, Mary does not know that Peter stole the rubies.
^20	  For example, I have set aside how the epistemic focal bias account interacts with other biases such as the hindsight bias that Nagel has invoked (Nagel 2008, 2010, 2011). I am inclined to think these accounts are complimentary.
^21	  Such problems are sometimes mentioned as a general critique of experimental philosophy. However, it may also be taken as a complication for testing certain cases (Pinillos et al 2011). It may be possible to control for the required background resources although this should be done post hoc in order to avoid experimenter bias.
^22	  For illustration, I consider an extreme version of the view that it is not clear that anyone is committed to.  
^23	  I am grateful to Jessica Brown, Nathaniel Hansen, Jennifer Nagel, and Ángel Pinillos for written comments on this piece and to Joshua Knobe, Patrick Rysiew, Jonathan Schaffer for discussion of these issues. I have presented this paper at Arché, St. Andrews (2010), MERG, CUNY (2011) and related material at the University of Copenhagen (twice 2009), Institute Jean Nicod, Sorbonne (2009), Lund University (2009), the Danish Philosophical Association’s Annual Meeting (2010) and would like to thank the audiences at these events. Dedicated with warm welcomes to Genevieve.
